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Rank metric codes and and zeta functions

Resumen.
In [1], I. Duursma introduced the zeta function of an error correcting code over
Fq with respect to the Hamming distance. It is the generating function for a family
of weight enumerator polynomials and, as with zeta functions of curves over finite
fields, its zeros encode essential information of the object, in this case, the code:
the sum of the reciprocal roots of the zeta function, up to a sign, provides an
upper-bound for the minimal distance, which dictates the correcting capacity of
the code. Finer information on special families of codes (divisible, self-dual) can
be extracted from the zeta function and an analogue of the Riemann Hypothesis
is expected to occur for relevant families. Recently, in [2], we have introduced a
zeta function for error correcting codes with respect to the rank-metric distance.
We have found similar upper bounds as in the Hamming setting, although some
new phenomena appear. Rank metric codes appear in random-network coding
and distributed storage and are being extensively studied also from the point
of view of code-based cryptography. In our talk, after recalling some definitions
on Hamming/rank-metric codes, we will discuss the works [1] and [2]. Although
some knowledge in basic error-correcting theory will help, the only pre-requisite
to follow the talk is a good knowledge of linear algebra, so students are very
welcome.
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